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From the Editor

THE VINE

My Beautiful House

EDITOR Susie Middleton

W

ASSOCIATE EDITOR Nicole
Mercier

ith apologies to David Byrne, you
may find yourself saying, “This is
not my beautiful house,” now that the
veil of summer has lifted. Cup of coffee
in hand, you wander around the yard,
poke around interior spaces, and begin
to wonder what a new perennial bed, a
fresh coat of paint, or even a renovation
project might do.
Fall is a great time to dream and plan,
to talk to home improvement businesses, or just to tidy up. (Though we won’t
promise life-changing magic.)
In this issue of the Vine, we’ve got
your inspiration: a new book about cottage design (p. 5), an interview with a
garden coach (p. 16), an epic vegetable
garden (p. 20), and a model of energyefficient affordable space (p. 12).
Even if your thoughts run more to
dreaming than doing, we hope now that
the pace of Island living has quieted a
bit, you can share that cup of coffee with
good friends and say, “This is my beautiful life.”
—Susie Middleton
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ON THE ROCK

Fall Fling
Get inspired with new books, new flavors,
and a riot of pumpkins

BOOK IT
Cottage Karma
If you liked The New Small House, architect Katie Hutchison’s first book, you’ll
love her follow-up, The New Cottage,
also published by The Taunton Press.
Katie, who has clients and family on the
Vineyard, has included three Vineyard
homes in this collection of 25 innovative
cottage updates.
While more than 300 photos provide
a feast of visual inspiration for anyone
considering a purchase or a renovation
of a cottage (possibly America’s most
popular and endearing home style), it’s
Katie’s 10 design strategies that make
this book, like her first, so useful. Together they provide a framework for designing a home that celebrates both simplicity and comfort.

Two of the three featured Vineyard
homes are in the Camp Ground. The
cottage pictured here belongs to Erin
and Rich Cummings, who set out to do
a modest update to a house built in 1973,
which replaced the original 1871 cottage
that had burned to the ground. But once
they got started and began to research
the details on the original cottage, they
decided to go a bit further, insulating the
interior walls and restoring many of the
original cottage’s exterior details.
The New Cottage will be available at
Bunch of Grapes and booksellers everywhere on Nov. 13, 2018. Hardcover, $34.95.

Each of the homes (or case studies)
shows how a classic design can be updated for better livability and modern
demands by considering human scale,
honest materials, crafted details, economy of means and other factors.

Randy O'Rourke photos

PRESERVED

SLING TO SPLAT

Spiced Shiitakes

About that Trebuchet

Mushroom farmers Tucker Pforzheimer
and Truman French of MV Mycological
have introduced a delicious new product
— berber-spiced Wild Harvest Shiitakes. The duo, who’ve made fresh, meaty
Island-grown shiitakes a favorite with
Island chefs and home cooks alike, brainstormed the new product as a way to
use smaller mushroom caps. They asked
chef Meave McAuliffe to create a recipe,
and Meave turned to flavor influences
from her time as a chef at Gjelina in L.A.
A mix of warm spices, herbs, aromatics and olive oil infuses the mushrooms,
which make a great antipasto, condiment
or sandwich ingredient. Tucker recommends an “MLT” made with the mushrooms instead of bacon.

There’s something about watching a medieval-style siege engine flinging pumpkins hundreds of yards across a field that
brings pure joy to Islanders’ hearts. Senior citizens, little kids and everyone in
between love to watch Morning Glory
Farm’s “Punkin Chunkin Trebuchet”
each fall.

The first run of wild harvest shiitakes
was such a hit that it sold out quickly.
In mid-September, Tucker and Truman
returned to their partner, Boston-based
Commonwealth Kitchen, to get a new
round of mushrooms into jars. You can

not to grin when the trebuchet goes into
action. Don’t miss the Morning Glory
Farm Pumpkin Festival (games, hayrides,
pumpkin baked goods and live music),
Oct. 13 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., or you’ll
have to wait till next fall.
—Louisa Hufstader

Farmer Simon Athearn built the wood
and steel machine with some friends
back in 2004, and it’s become a Martha’s
Vineyard autumn tradition to roll it out
for the farm's annual pumpkin festival.

Susie Middleton

find the preserved mushrooms at Morning Glory Farm, or for more information,
visit mvmycological.com.

Some people like to stand near the
trebuchet and watch its massive counterweight plunge down as the throwing
arm launches skyward, whipping the
pumpkin in its sling high into the air
before the orange projectile hurtles to
destruction. Others prefer to observe
the splashdown site, where pumpkins
explode on impact.
Wherever you stand, it’s impossible

Morning Glory Farm
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FOOD STYLE
Photographing Deon’s
Dishes
By now you may have heard that Island
chef Deon Thomas has written a new
cookbook called Chef Deon’s Island
Conch Cookery. But what you might not
know is that in addition to the stories
and recipes, there are more than 50 alluring images by Vineyard photographer
Randi Baird, who includes food photography as one of her specialties. She just
signed a contract to photograph nutritionist and television personality Ellie
Krieger’s next cookbook and she photographed Susie Middleton’s Simple Green
Suppers.
Randi, who is on the board of Island
Grown Initiative and considers herself an environmentally conscious food
advocate, shot photos for the book on
both the Vineyard and in the Bahamas.
Pick up a copy of the cookbook at the
VFW in Oak Bluffs or at Bunch of Grapes
bookstore. Paperback, $25.

Randi Baird photos
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VINE & DINE

Roasted Butternut Squash Halves
Makes about 3 cups squash
This technique is a great way to use up excess butternut squash—and create a tasty
ingredient at the same time. Because the squash halves roast cut side down, the skin
acts as an insulator and trapped moisture steams the squash through and makes it
very tender. Plus, the cut sides get a bit of caramelization. You can make dozens of
things with the roasted squash, from soup and quick bread to stuffed pastas, side
dishes, pies, pizzas, and more. One pound of squash yields about 1 cup roasted flesh.
You can store the cooked squash, tightly covered, in the fridge for up to 2 days. If it
gives off a little liquid, just drain it off or put the squash in a nonstick saucepan over
low heat to cook off the excess moisture.

Butternut, Just Because
STORY AND PHOTOS BY SUSIE MIDDLETON
Other people get out their wool sweaters, put the teapot on, and curl up with a
good book. When the leaves start falling
and the nights get chillier, I have a different Pavlovian reaction: I start prowling
farmstands for fall squash.
In the old days I grew them myself,
and by this time there would be dozens
of butternuts (my favorite variety) curing in the field or hanging out in the
hoop house. I even grew the new little
mini butternuts called honeynuts, which
are especially sweet.
But that’s not the case anymore. So
in mid-September, after a particularly
chilly night, I simply hopped in the car
the next day and started looking for
squash. It was a bit early in the season,
but thankfully Rusty Gordon at Ghost
Island Farm had recently harvested his
first butternuts, honeynuts, delicatas and
sweet dumplings. So I bought a few of
each. And a few extra butternut, I admit.
The only problem with butternuts is
that the whole peeling and dicing thing
can get tedious. (However, I’m not really
a fan of buying peeled butternut at the
market. Often it has soft spots, so look
closely before buying.) But I have another method for cooking butternut that
I love; no peeling is needed, and the results are truly versatile.
The technique is simple. First, cut butternuts in half lengthwise (use a sharp
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chef ’s knife). Scoop the squash seeds out
of the cavities with a serving spoon.
Next line a baking sheet with buttered
parchment paper. (For extra easy cleanup, you can cover the sheet pan with foil
first.) Arrange the butternut halves on
the sheet pan, facing up, and sprinkle
with a little salt. You can also drizzle
with a tiny bit of maple syrup, but don’t
go crazy. Turn the halves over and roast
in a pre-heated 400-degree oven until the
skins are well browned and wrinkly and
the flesh is tender. Let the squash cool on
the sheet pans; then turn the halves over
and scoop the flesh out, leaving the skin
behind.
The dry heat of roasting intensifies
the flavor of the squash rather than diluting it as steaming would, transforming
that roasted squash flesh into a delicious
ingredient for soups (see recipe on page
9), quickbreads and muffins, pastas and
risottos, pies and pancakes, and more.
Added bonus: You can refrigerate the
cooked squash for a few days or even
freeze it for longer. Of course you could
also simply mash it up with melted butter and more maple syrup and eat it right
away. And I won’t tell anyone if you do.
Look for locally grown squash at
Ghost Island Farm, Morning Glory Farm,
and the West Tisbury Farmers’ Market,
which will transition to its winter location in the Ag Hall on October 13.

Ingredients
Unsalted butter, slightly softened
Kosher salt
Maple syrup
3 to 3 ½ pounds butternut squash
(About 1 jumbo, 2 medium or 3 small)

Directions
1. Heat the oven to 400 degrees F. Line a heavy rimmed baking sheet
with aluminum foil first and then top with parchment paper. Rub the
parchment paper all over with a little butter. Cut the squash in half
lengthwise and scoop out the seeds (I use a big serving spoon). Arrange the squash halves (cut side up at first) on the sheet pan.
2. Sprinkle on a little salt and drizzle just a tiny bit of maple syrup over
the squash. Then turn them over so that they lie cut side down on the
baking sheets.

3. Roast the squash until the flesh is very tender (poke and prod the
neck end with a finger to be sure), the skin is very browned and collapsed, and the edges of the undersides are caramelized, at least 1
hour and up to 1 hour 20 minutes, depending on the size of the squash.
Let the squash cool on the sheet pans. Gently turn the squash over and
scoop the flesh out with a serving spoon (or your fingers), leaving all
the skin behind.

VINE & DINE

Curry-Coconut Butternut Squash Soup

Directions

Serves 6

1. In a medium (4- to 5-quart) Dutch

4. Add ½ cup of the coconut milk,

This soup is a great destination for roasted squash (see method on page 8), but you can
certainly substitute canned squash or pumpkin if you’re in a hurry and need a flavorful soup
fast. I’ve made this with various spices; in this version I use some curry powder and garam
masala, but you could substitute with any combination of warm spices like cumin, coriander, smoked paprika, cloves, cinnamon, allspice, and turmeric. I’m usually generous with
coconut milk at the end, but start with a little, taste, and add as much as you like. Don’t skip
the lime juice, which brightens all the flavors, and be sure to taste for salt at the end, too.

oven or other wide soup pot, heat the
butter and olive oil over medium heat.
When the butter has melted, add the
onions and 1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
and stir. Cover and cook, stirring occasionally, until the onions are translucent and softened, 6 to 8 minutes.

2. Uncover and cook, stirring fre-

most of the cilantro, and 1 teaspoon
lime juice. Using an immersion blender, purée the soup until smooth. (Alternatively, puree the soup in batches
in a stand-up blender, taking care not
to overfill the jar. Return the soup to
the pot). Taste and add up to ½ cup
more coconut milk, salt to taste, or
more lime juice.

1 tablespoon chopped fresh garlic

½ to 1 cup coconut milk, well
whisked until smooth

1 tablespoon chopped fresh ginger

3 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro

1 teaspoon Madras curry powder

1 teaspoon fresh lime juice, more to
taste

quently, until the onions are well
browned, another 3 to 5 minutes. Add
the garlic and ginger and stir until
fragrant and well combined, about 1
minute. Add the curry powder, the garam masala, and 1 teaspoon kosher
salt. Stir well. Add the tomato paste
and stir again. Add the squash and
break it up a bit with a spoon. Add
the chicken broth, reduce to a gentle
simmer, cover loosely (the lid should
only be very slightly ajar), and cook
for 15 minutes.

1/3 cup toasted unsweetened
coconut flakes (for garnish)

3. Remove from the heat and let the

Ingredients
2 tablespoons unsalted butter
1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil
2 cups medium-diced yellow onions
(about 2 medium)
Kosher salt

1 teaspoon garam masala
1 tablespoon tomato paste

3 cups (packed; about 1 pound 8
ounces) Roasted Butternut
(recipe, p. 8)
3 cups low-sodium chicken broth (or
homemade veggie broth)

Serve hot, garnished with the toasted
coconut and the remaining cilantro.

soup cool for 15 to 20 minutes.
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Maria Thibodeau

Q&A /VINEYARD VOICES

Kitchen Confidence

Q. So when and how did
you get to the Island?

AN INTERVIEW WITH BOB AND PAULA CRANE

A. BOB: As our business grew, people
were coming to Falmouth from the Island. We were doing so much work,
shipping stuff to the Island we said, “Hey
we have to service those appliances, so
let’s do a store there.” When Mid Cape
closed its store (where Crane is located
in Vineyard Haven), we decided to take
it over.

BY PAULA LYONS
NAMES: Bob and Paula Crane
JOB TITLES: President and Vice President of Crane Appliance
HOW LONG ON ISLAND: Since 2000
FROM WHERE: Both born and raised
in Falmouth
FAVORITE SPOT ON THE ISLAND?
BOB: Lookout at West Chop
PAULA: Lookout at Tashmoo
FAVORITE ROOM IN THE HOUSE?
BOTH: Our front porch
There’s no doubt Bob and Paula Crane
had only a vague idea of their future when
they married just after high school at age
18. But 37 years and two children later,
they’ve built the highly successful business Crane Appliance, “on Bob’s father’s
coattails,” as they both say. With stores
now in Falmouth, Orleans and Vineyard
Haven, and a distribution center in Cataumet, they are delighted but still a bit surprised at what they’ve managed to do.

Q. What do you mean by
Bob’s father’s coattails?
A. BOB: When I was growing up in Falmouth, my father worked as a sales rep
for KitchenAid. His territory was all of
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the east coast, from Florida to Maine.
And on the side he opened an appliance service business. My brother and
I worked for him after school and during the summer. When we eventually
opened our business, we rode on his
good reputation for service.

Q. How did your business
start?
A. BOB: When I worked for my father,
a customer would say, “Hey, you just told
me my dishwasher no longer works, can
you get me another?”
PAULA: And of course Bob would recommend a KitchenAid. But in Falmouth
there were only GE and Sears products
available. So he would go to different
dealers he had relationships with, we’d
throw the baby in the car, and come back
hauling this KitchenAid dishwasher. And
the next night, he would install it.

PAULA: We bought a house on the Island in 2000 when we opened the store
here. We spent summers here from 2000
on because we couldn’t find a part time
salesperson. Bob had to take over the
sales on the floor.
BOB: Soon the kids no longer wanted
to come home to the Falmouth house.
It was always, “Let’s go to the Island.” So
we sold Falmouth and moved here.

Q. So now, what would you
say is your biggest challenge
in running the business?

PAULA: We both said this is crazy, we
can’t keep doing this! We should open a
store in Falmouth. And that’s really how
Crane Appliance came to be.

A. BOB: Lack of help — that’s our biggest
challenge. That and customer service.
Here on the Island, in July and August,
people are screaming at us because we
can’t get to them fast enough to fix their
products. We have enough sales help,
but getting knowledgeable technicians is
difficult. The schools are shutting down
training programs.

BOB: Paula and I opened up our own
store in 1983.

So we are taking our young delivery
drivers who show an interest and send-

BOB: Soon we were bringing truckloads
down from Boston.

ing them to school all winter long, training them to become technicians. We are
giving them careers. They go from making $18 an hour to $30 an hour. It’s working out successfully.

Q. Tell me something you
think people may not know
about Crane Appliance.
A. PAULA: That we both work in the
business. I do all the policy and procedure work, I oversee the books, and he
is hands-on with customers. I call myself
“Smokey the Bear” because I prevent
fires, and I call him the firefighter because he puts them out.
BOB: I tell people, “Hey, I walk these
streets every day. If you have a problem,
I want to know about it. Call and ask for
me!” There is nothing that has happened
or will happen that hasn’t already happened. We can solve that.

Q. What’s your greatest
satisfaction?
A. BOB: I find satisfaction in the day to
day. I love every busy summer day, especially. I am the first in and the last to leave
and I enjoy that, making everybody happy.
PAULA: Making customers happy is our
greatest satisfaction. That’s what we’re
here for.
Paula Lyons is a former ABC and CBS
television consumer journalist.
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Built to Last
The new energy-efficient Scott’s Grove apartments in West Tisbury are built for the long haul.
BY LOUISA HUFSTADER • PHOTOS BY JEANNA SHEPARD
When it comes to year-round housing
on Martha’s Vineyard, finding a rental is
often a very mixed blessing. Congratulations, you’ve snared a 12-month lease—
at less than two-thirds your income! And
deepest sympathies: When winter winds
begin to blow, the utility bills are going to
eat you alive.
This combination punch of steep
rents and high power bills is enough to
send many an Island family reeling. But
at the new Scott’s Grove apartments in
West Tisbury, affordable leases come
with energy-efficient homes built to
weather the Vineyard’s climate all year
round.
“We want the ‘affordable’ to be longterm,” said Derrill Bazzy of Island Housing Trust, which is developing the apartment complex on land owned by West
Tisbury. Derrill is the project manager
for Scott’s Grove, where tenants will be
moving in by the end of October.
“Formal occupancy is Nov. 1,” he said.
“We have to be sure we’re giving them a
really safe move-in date. But it’s possible,
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if all the pieces come together, that people could move in earlier.” For instance,
Derrill said, the town needs to complete
a required cistern at the nearby fire station before the tenants—chosen by lottery earlier this year—can begin living in
their new homes.
To qualify for the lottery, prospective
tenants could earn no more than 30, 50,
60 or 80 percent of the area median income. Eighty-five households applied for
the nine Cape-style apartments, built in
clusters connected by shared decking
and set well back from the EdgartownWest Tisbury road. Next door is Gretchen Manter Memorial Field, the town’s
baseball park where Little League games
are played in season.
There are three one-bedroom apartments, three with two bedrooms and
three with three bedrooms at Scott’s
Grove, which is named for a town resident who donated the land in the mid20th century. The one- and two-bedroom
homes are on one floor; the three-bedroom design has stairs to a second-floor
bedroom and bathroom with shower.

Parking is outdoors and there are no
basements, while the attics—insulated
with cellulose from recycled newspapers—are reserved for the high-efficiency, “super cheap hot water” heaters and
other building mechanicals, Derrill said.
To make up for the lack of storage space,
every apartment has an attached exterior storage unit for bicycles, barbecues
and the like.

“There’s usually that thing about, ‘well,
this is affordable housing,’ you build it
more cheaply, you don’t have to care as
much about the people living in it,” he said.

Derrill walked the Vine through the
Scott’s Grove project in early September.

“The truth is, these are Vineyard
homes. We want them at the same quality as Vineyard homes because we as the
Island Housing Trust are going to own
them for 100 years, so we want them to
be low-maintenance, we want them to
be well built so they’re sturdy, we want
them to be healthy.”

“Like any job on the Vineyard, the
last three weeks are a flurry,” he said, as
workers and equipment buzzed around
the site. Heaps of mulch towered in the
unfinished driveways and a phalanx of
nursery shrubs stood in silent ranks,
waiting to be planted.

Healthy building principles at work
in the Scott’s Grove apartments include
polished-concrete floors that are nonporous and easy to clean, paints with
low or no volatile organic compounds
(VOCs, a source of indoor air pollution)
and formaldehyde-free cabinetry.

“The landscaping is going to really
make this place sing,” said Derrill, who
worked as an architectural designer at
South Mountain Company for 25 years
before joining the housing trust. He
spoke with pride about the quality of the
new apartments.

“We specify that our cabinets have no
particle board in them and the cabinets
themselves are plywood,” Derrill said.
“Even the material that’s under our Formica countertops. We specified no formaldehyde.”
The only carpeting in Scott’s Grove is

FACING PAGE, TOP: Island Housing Trust project manager Derrill Bazzy (left) with Clerk of
Works Keith McGuire (middle) and job foreman Andrew Bell of Williams Building Company
(right) meet at the nearly completed Scott's Grove development.THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE:
Laying a bluestone path to the bike shed; Derrill explains how air is refreshed in the tightly
built structures; healthy building principles include the use of plywood rather than particle
board in kitchen cabinets and under the formica, making the kitchen formaldehyde-free.
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installed on the second floor of the threebedroom apartments, to reduce noise.
“We were very careful about choosing (a
carpet) that was not going to create mildew issues,” Derrill said.
Keeping the air clean indoors is especially important because these apartments are so tightly built, with thick walls,
triple-glazed casement windows and the
concrete floors, which retain heat in winter and stay cool in warmer weather. The
floors are underlaid with four inches of
insulation and the building’s exterior, beneath the shingles, is completely sealed.
“One of the most significant aspects
of energy efficiency is airtightness,” Derrill said. “These are essentially upsidedown boats. If you take one of these
buildings and turn it upside down and
put it in the water, it would float.”
But in such an airtight environment,
indoor pollution can build up from a variety of sources. Just about anything that
creates moisture, from simple breathing
to taking a shower or drying laundry,
adds to the risk of mildew and mold.
“In most of our houses, we depend
on air leakage, from a drafty door or a
window, to give us fresh air. But in the
winter, if your house is built to code, you
don’t have a draft,” Derrill explained.

The apartments' energy efficient systems are designed to optimize heating and cooling.
TOP: Attics are insulated with cellulose from recycled newspapers. MIDDLE: A recirculation
vent BOTTOM: An air source heat pump (ASHP) compressor drives the heating and cooling system. (An air source system can transfer heat from the outside to the inside and vice
versa.) TOP RIGHT: An air source heat pump (ASHP) hot water heater.
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Scott’s Grove is solving that problem
with energy-efficient heat exchanging
ventilators that bring clean air into the
home while venting stale air to the outside.
“There are 24/7 air changes going on,
through filters that purify the air,” Derrill
said. Derrill compares the process to geothermal heating and cooling, which use

the temperature of earth to condition air.
Along with keeping the atmosphere
clean inside, the ventilators are “the most
efficient form of heat per BTU,” (British
thermal unit, a standard measurement for
heat), Derrill said. Scott’s Grove tenants
will see the difference in their Eversource
bills.
Designing for long-term affordability
does bring some initial costs, but they’re
worth the investment, Derrill said.
“We’re using cedar trim because it’s
low maintenance,” he said. “It costs a
little more up front, but in the lifetime of
this building it will cost less because it
won’t have to be painted.”
The apartments are all accessible to
people with physical disabilities, except
for the second floor in the three-bedroom apartments. Each of the nine units
has at least one bedroom and a full bath
on the first floor, and complies with the
elements of what’s called Universal Design. The doors have no thresholds and
are two feet 10 inches wide to accommodate wheelchairs. Wooden ramps and
accessible parking are also part of the
design.
Once the apartments are occupied,
the property will be managed by the
Dukes County Regional Housing Authority, which oversees more than 90
housing units on the Island. Derrill said
the Scott’s Grove design will return in future Island Housing Trust developments.
“We’re going to build this building
again,” he said.
Louisa Hufstader is an Edgartown-based
freelance writer.

CLOCKWISE, TOP TO BOTTOM: Cedar trim costs a little more up front, but in the lifetime
of the building it will cost less because it won't have to be painted. Brackets are fir and the
decking is sustainably harvested mahogany from Malaysia, which, Derrill notes, has a wellestablished and long-term sustainable forestry program. Side-by-side exhaust vents – one
for the air system, one for the clothes dryer.
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Yes, Coach!
For landscaper Renee Clermont, a conversation with a
client launched a new business — garden coaching.
BY HOLLY PRETSKY • PHOTOS BY JEANNA SHEPARD
For Renee Clermont, landscaping is an
art that takes place both in the garden
and in the mind. Owner of Second Nature Designs, she is a certified landscape
designer, a professional gardener, and, to
the delight of discouraged Island property owners, a gardening coach. Coaching
was a talent she learned she had almost
by accident when she was giving advice
to a local landscaper on one of his jobs,
and the owner came outside.
“She was just drilling me with gardening questions,” Renee recalled. She
talked with the owner for an hour, covering every corner of the space, including
an in-depth lesson on rose pruning. The
owner was grateful for her expertise.
“She said, you should really start advertising this coaching concept.”
Renee did, and since then she’s helped
dozens and dozens of gardeners identify
their plants, tame unwieldy flowerbeds,
and find a way to envision a better outdoor space. The sessions last about an
hour, and in that time, she uncovers the
potential under what may seem to be an
overgrown, weedy mess.
“The biggest problem people have
is they’re just overwhelmed,” she said.
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“They just need some direction on
where to begin.”
Learning where to begin is a challenge she is familiar with. Renee’s path
to the gardening business was an indirect one. After high school, she got a
degree in hospitality management, but
soon found that it was not a field she was
passionate about. During the off-season
from her hotel job, she decided to go to
school in Seattle to learn to become a
floral designer, and returned to work at
Donorama’s in Edgartown doing floral
arrangements. There, she became fascinated with growing plants.
“It all started with the cut flower, then
I moved to the plant, then how the plant
evolves into a garden,” she said.
She founded a gardening business in
2003, starting with small projects, then
decided to put herself through landscaping school in a dual program with Harvard University and the Boston Architectural College. She now manages three
employees and has trouble finding free
time, regardless of the season.
When it comes to coaching, there are
certain pieces of advice that she offers to
all her clients who are at a loss. The first

thing to do is define the space. She walks
with her clients through their gardens.
“I ask them, Where do you spend time?
Where do you look? How many people
are in your family? Do you entertain often? From there, once I get an idea of how
they use their space, we can begin to define areas,” she explained. Quickly, the
blurred lines between lawns and flowerbeds, relaxation areas and entertaining
areas begin to come into focus.
“It’s about delineating spaces to create some sort of unity,” Renee said. She
also helps them identify the plants they
already have and discuss what is working and what isn’t.
Once there is an established mental
picture of where the different spaces are,
she helps her clients to find good plants
that work for them. During this part of
the process, one refrain she hears over
and over again from rookie gardeners is,

I just want something low-maintenance.
“I try to steer them away from that
mentality,” she said. “You have to have
some kind of maintenance. It’s like the
inside of your house: if you don’t work to
make it look nice, it will fall apart.”
Some of her favorite plants are the
bobo hydrangea, a hardy miniature version of the flowering plant, and panicum
northwind, an ornamental grass that
grows to about five feet. She also swears
by salvia caradonna, or meadow sage.
“That will give you a large first flush
of blooms in May or June, and as long as
it’s deadheaded, it’ll keep giving blooms
all season long,” she said.
She added that autumn is a crucial
time for preparing next year’s garden.
“Everything you’re doing in the fall
is affecting the spring,” she said. That
means giving the garden a last dose of
fertilizer before plants go dormant. It

also means resisting the urge to cut back
hydrangeas and rhododendrons because
they have already set their buds for next
spring.
She said fall is also a great time to buy
and plant new things.
“There are great sales at nurseries
now, and there’s still enough time for
plants to set their roots before dormancy,” she said.
She often accompanies her clients on
shopping trips, and keeps in touch with
them as they make improvements to their
outdoor spaces. Whatever the need, she
said coaching is about empowerment.
“I leave feeling like I’ve helped give
them some direction and goals” she said.
“And the belief that they can do it.”

FACING PAGE, TOP LEFT: The focal point in
this border is a pee gee hydrangea (‘limelight’) trained as a single stem tree. Next to
it is one of Renee’s favorites — a dwarf bobo
hydrangea. Carpet rose, yarrow ‘moonshine,’ shasta daisy, rudbeckia 'prairie sun,’
and bubblegum petunia complete the border. FACING PAGE, BOTTOM LEFT: A poolside border includes panicum ‘northwind’
and yarrow ‘moonshine.’ THIS PAGE, TOP:
Pink oriental lily ‘amarosi,’ white cleome,
and coreopsis ‘moonbeam’ bloom in a July
garden. THIS PAGE, BOTTOM LEFT: Garden accents blend with daylilies and liatris
in this breezy border. THIS PAGE, BOTTOM
RIGHT: One of Renee's favorite projects, the
landscaping around this firepit and bluestone patio includes a mix of annuals and
perennials that make it a beautiful outdoor
destinaion with continuous color throughout
the season.

Holly Pretsky is a reporter for the
Vineyard Gazette.
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Grow Big
A 40’ x 60’ vegetable garden commands the attention and affection of a West Tisbury gardener.
BY SUSIE MIDDLETON • PHOTOS BY JEANNA SHEPARD
Be forewarned: If you are retired, or are
about to retire, or think you’d like to
retire someday (okay, that’s everyone)
and you’ve always dreamed of a big vegetable garden (maybe not for everyone),
prepare to become obsessed. That is, if
you’re anything like David Fielder, who
found himself drawn into vegetable gardening when he and his wife Libby retired full-time to the Vineyard in 2010
and built a house in West Tisbury.
They started out with a small enclosure, ringed by plastic fencing left over
from building their house on a cleared
piece of land not far from the state forest. But they soon realized they wanted
to get serious and by 2013, David was
hard at work on creating a fenced 40’ by
60’ garden.
“I think we get more and more like
our parents as we get older,” David
laughs when asked about an interest that
blossomed late. While Libby was always
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an active perennial and flower gardener
when the family lived in Virginia, David
didn’t jump into the fray until moving
back to the place where his family has
deep roots and his own parents, Ann and
Bill Fielder, had started a big vegetable
garden in retirement during the late ‘70s.
(Now 93, Ann Fielder helps her son in
his garden, weeding for several hours at
a time.)
Retiring on the Island was inevitable
for David and Libby. David’s grandmother was poet Dionis Coffin Riggs and as a
child, David and his four siblings spent
summers with her on the Vineyard,
even while living abroad – many years
in Turkey – during the rest of the year.
Two siblings now live full-time on the
Island. But childhood summers were
mostly spent messing around in boats
on Tisbury Great Pond – not gardening.
“David really didn’t know much when
he started, but he has been so fearless,”

Libby says. “I’ll get frustrated with the
heat, or with my flower beds, but David’s
out there every day, no matter what. If
there is one thing this man has it’s tenacity.”
That is probably the first lesson a prospective gardener of a large vegetable
plot would take away from David – a
sense of commitment. “There’s a season
in life for doing this kind of garden; we’re
blessed with enough discretionary time
to tackle a big project like this,” he comments.
Having the time and the will to see it
through is important; it also helps to be
open to failure.
“You make some memorable mistakes,” David notes. “You know, you start
out small and you realize that some aspects of this are just so challenging.
People think you just plunk seeds in the
ground and they grow, but you’ve got the
challenge of working with nature and

not against it.”
But if you’re a natural problem solver
and you like a challenge, vegetable gardening on this scale is not only physically and intellectually stimulating, but
also “good for your soul,” as David says.
If you think a big vegetable garden
might be in your future, David and Libby’s garden offers tips and inspiration
for some of the key factors to consider
when planning, including location, water, infrastructure (fencing especially),
soil health, and – something people often
forget about – what you’ll do with all that
produce you grow.

About that all-day sun
Finding a sunny location for a small
vegetable garden can be tricky; finding a
spot for a 40’ x 60’ garden – one where
the sun will be able to reach most parts
of the garden for six or eight hours a day

FIVE KEYS
TO PLANNING

A BIG

VEGGIE GARDEN
1

Choose a full sun
location.

2

Don’t skimp on deer
proofing. Use tall hexwire fencing and bury
it a foot deep. Consider
tension wire above.

3

A water source in or
close to the garden, as
well as a good drip irrigation system, are
essential.

4

To improve soil health,
keep a compost soil
"hot" by adding green
manure to it.

5

Add beauty with wood
chip paths, locust
posts, and attractive
gates.

– is nearly impossible without a lot of
forethought and some patience.
David and Libby planned for open
space when they built their house; the
geo-thermal heating system they installed runs horizontally out from the
house, allowing them to nurture a meadow of native plants over it where scrub
oaks once were. The meadow is just far
enough away from the house (and the
shade it creates when the sun sets) to allow a good spot for both the vegetable
garden and a berry patch behind it (to
the east), which in turn is still somewhat
removed from the tree line on the eastern edge of the meadow. There is a bit of
morning shade while the sun rises over
the tree line.
If you have a wooded lot, you can
do some clearing, but it may take a few
years to get it all done and the ground
ready for planting. If you have your
heart set on maintaining a big vegetable garden but you don’t have the land,
there are more and more opportunities
now to lease a vegetable plot; contact
Island Grown Initiative’s Farm Hub,
the land bank, or your town. Or you
might consider working with a neigh-

bor who does have land or initiating a
community garden in a neighborhood
space.

Deer fencing is not optional
There’s no sense in putting the effort
into a large vegetable garden if you’re
going to leave it exposed to deer. And
deer are simply everywhere on the Island; there’s no escaping them. They will
jump over a stone wall, a wooden fence,
or other low structures (unless the enclosed space is very small—they don’t
like to feel trapped), so it’s best to erect a
deer fence that’s at least 8 feet tall.
David, who volunteers at Polly Hill Arboretum, modeled his fencing (and a pair
of beautiful new gates) after Polly Hill’s
playpen — the place where young plants
are nurtured. He found PVC-coated hexwire and tension wire online at a deerproofing website. The coated hex wire is
attractive because it virtually disappears
when you look at it from a distance. Adding a row or two of tension wire across
the top of the fence adds another couple
feet of deer-discouraging height, which
is helpful because you’ll want to bury

the bottom of your hex wire about a foot
as David did. By curving or bending the
wire in a shallow trench, you create a
barrier that prevents burrowing critters
from coming through under the fence.
Spending the money and time to get the
fencing secure in the first place is truly
worth it; it will last for years.

be convenient for a vegetable garden. In
their case, what is essentially a standpipe that runs vertically down below
the frost line to a reservoir of well water.
The pressure from the hydrant is strong
enough to supply water to every bed in
the vegetable garden for several hours
straight.

David was able to harvest locust trees
from his mother’s property to use as
posts, placed about 10 feet apart around
the garden. Locust posts are common in
Vineyard gardens, but it is no small bit of
work to procure them and dig the holes
for them. Mitchell Posin of Allen Farm
is a good source for other types of fence
posts and Island landscapers can install
garden fencing as well.

Having a water source near the garden
sure beats hauling a chain of hoses out
from the house every time you have to water (because of course the hoses have to be
disconnected for lawn mowing). In general, getting adequate water to a garden can
be one of the most challenging and frustrating things about growing vegetables.
At the very least, plan for a spot near the
main entrance to the garden where hose
connections can be centrally located.

David’s brother Evan, a skilled carpenter, helped design and build the cedar
and mahogany gates (also modeled after
Polly Hill’s playpen), added this spring.

Water, Water Everywhere
One other thing that David and Libby
thought of during construction and the
subsequent evolution of their meadow
and yard was a water source that would

Inside the garden, David was diligent
about installing adequate irrigation for
every bed (a 3-foot-wide bed needs at
least two drip hoses), and he designed the
system so that he could shut off any row
he didn’t want watered. For the most part,
he’s happy with his drip hoses and his
system, but if he were to upgrade, he feels
like he would go with a more critter-proof
material and a system from the company
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1

2

GROW
TOMATOES ON

A BAMBOO

TRELLIS
3

Drip Works, which Polly Hill also uses.

4

It’s worth noting that straight, uninterrupted rows are easiest for installing drip
irrigation, with each drip hose connecting perpendicularly to a horizontal main
line. Good to think about when designing
your initial garden plan. A big vegetable
garden is not necessarily the place for
curved or irregularly shaped beds.

The Life of Soil
“That whole soil improvement process…it’s just so important,” David notes.
He remembers that long-time Island
vegetable gardener (and multi-blue-ribbon winner) Paul Jackson said improving
his soil over decades was the key to his
prize-winning vegetables.
“Aggressive composting is really important,” David says. The Fielders compost everything from the garden and
from the kitchen that they can. But the
key ingredient is green manure from a
local horse farm.
“The green manure heats up and allows the compost pile to get to 140 degrees, killing any weed seeds,” David says.
This year David added a generous
amount of compost to the holes he dug
for his tomatoes. And those holes were a
full 18-inches deep; David used his posthole digger! The deep holes were ideal for
burying the tall tomato plants half way up
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1

Erect bamboo teepees
8 to 10 feet apart.

2

Lash securely; top with
1 or 2 crossbars. Loop
lengths of twine over
and secure to the base
of each tomato plant
with Velcro plant ties.

3

Use plastic tomato clips
to secure the vine to the
twine as it grows.

4

David suggests frequent
pruning to stay ahead
of blight and improve
yield

their stems, allowing the plants to send out
a lot of roots. The plants had gotten extra
tall waiting for the warm planting weather,
because the Fielders enthusiastically started their seedlings a bit too early this year.
David also added Tomato-Tone, an organic fertilizer specifically for tomatoes,
to the planting mix. Learning to use the
right fertilizer — as well as what particular nutrients each vegetable likes — is
part of the soil equation, too. It’s an endless learning curve, David admits.
A good supply of compost also allows David to use it generously not only
in his planting mix but over the top of
beds. This year, he layered compost over
the soil in his tomato beds in an effort to
prevent the spread of blight, which tends
to be carried in garden soil and splashes
up on tomato leaves during rain. David is
also rigorous about pruning his tomato
plants to stay ahead of the blight.

Aesthetics or not
After making the big decisions about
things like fencing and irrigation, there
are still many smaller projects — both
aesthetic and structural — to noodle inside the garden. David and Libby smartly
opted not to build contained raised beds.
While they are beautiful and certainly appropriate for a small home garden that
functions as a kitchen garden or a garden
that might have a staff to maintain it, they

do restrict flexibility in a large home vegetable garden. (The cost of appropriate
lumber can be prohibitive, too.)
A great alternative for making the garden look nice, which also happens to be an
efficient way to suppress weeds, is to use
layers of wood chips over cardboard in the
garden paths. Libby had her heart set on
adding this feature to the garden, so when
she noticed a lot of trucks carrying wood
chips after the big northeaster this spring,
she just followed one. “I caught up with
him, and asked him if he could take the
chips to our house instead of the dump!”
David has devised various structures
in the garden for supporting beans and
peas with bamboo harvested from his
mother’s yard. But probably the most
elegant structures are the bamboo and
twine tomato trellises — an idea he got
from a Martha Stewart video. As the tomato vines grow, they are clipped onto
the twine using plastic tomato clips,
which can be bought in bulk from garden
supply sources.

Keeping up with the veggies
You will begin to feel like Lucille Ball
in the chocolate candy factory if you

don’t have a destination for the huge
yields that come out of a big vegetable
garden over a short period of time. David
and his mother feverishly make pickles
and hot sauce; Libby roasts and freezes
tomatoes. They make tomato sauce as
well. The Fielders also have the opportunity to share veggies with fellow church
members at the First Congregational
Church of West Tisbury, where they are
very active. David is a deacon and the
financial secretary; Libby is one of the
Sunday School directors. The Fielders
hold church gatherings and parties at
their house for special occasions like the
recent tenth anniversary of Rev. Cathlin
Baker’s arrival.
David and Libby originally thought
the garden would be feeding their son
and daughter-in-law as well, but the
pair has recently moved over to grandmother Ann’s house. With such a large
garden for only two people, David has
talked with a neighbor about possibly
evolving the garden into a more communal space.
In the meantime, the garden guarantees a thoroughly engaging and physically invigorating activity in retirement
— and the opportunity to share both

TOP AND LEFT: Libby Fielder found a great work table at a restaurant supply store in
Mashpee. It's a perfect landing spot for veggies that come in from the garden and a way
station for the pickles and other canning projects that David and his 93-year-old mother
Ann Fielder work on. ABOVE: Super-healthy plants in David's garden continue to yield
cucumbers, Maria Nagy peppers, and (blue-ribbon-winning) banana peppers in the fall.
Long-time pet caique parrot Peaches keeps a careful watch on the goods.
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BY THE NUMBERS
On the Fence
BY NICOLE GRACE MERCIER
ILLUSTRATIONS BY CHRIS BURRELL

80 %

OUTLOOK UNKNOWN. In a talk by
Brendan O’Neill, executive director of the Vineyard Conservation
Society, 80 percent of the available land on the Island could end
up being developed if it’s not put
into conservation use.

HELLO, OLD FRIEND. The return
of grasshopper sparrows to Katama this summer, after a hiatus of
twelve years, is a hopeful sign
of ecological health, said Island
conservationists.

2 NESTS
70 CARS

12 YEARS

84-95%
4 MONTHS
WEIRD WORMS. Asian jumping
worms were reported in Chilmark
this summer, which is cause for
concern considering they can
reduce leaf litter in a forest by 84
to 95 percent in just four months,
taking away nutrients from plants.

THOSE PESKY PLOVERS. Two piping plover nests caused unusually
long closures at Norton Point this
summer, limiting over-sand vehicle
access to around 70 cars when the
beach can typically handle around
500 when fully open.
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INSTA ISLAND

A Vineyard Home

@dolandurkee
LIZ DURKEE
OAK BLUFFS

You could spend an entire day on the Islandjust driving
around looking at houses, with phone camera in hand, of
course. With six distinct towns and even more house styles,
the Vineyard is a fascinating walk through architectural
history, with a bit of nostalgia and whimsy thrown in for
good measure. Looking at houses, you can't help but
notice the details that make it a home — the clothesline
with freshly washed sheets out back, the collage of lobster
buoys around the side door. A clam shell driveway, a
copper roof, a bluestone patio, a cap-rail fence.
For every house style, there are a thousand ways to make
it a home.

House \ haus/ noun
1. A building that serves as living quarters
for one or a few families
2. A building in which something is sheltered or shared
3. A Vineyard dwelling in one of many varied styles, ranging from Greek revival to
gingerbread cottage to classic Cape

In the next issue of the Vine, we’ll be featuring Instagram
photos of fall foliage.
Tag your photos:
#theVineMV #vineyardgazette @vineyardgazette or email thevine@mvgazette.com

@jeannashepardphotography
JEANNA SHEPARD
OAK BLUFFS

@mvyphoto
LARRY GLICK
EDGARTOWN

@timmjaws
TIM JOHNSON
@khsinstagram
KATIE HUTCHISON
EDGARTOWN
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OAK BLUFFS
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